Today I’d like to raise some questions about the meaning and significance of “civil rights” by examining African Americans’ encounter with a sort of out-of-the-way corner of law—the private law of religion.¹

When black church members in the early 1900s set out to write the history of their churches, they talked a lot about property: so many dollars raised in one year, so much spent to buy the land and raise a building. The crowning moment came when crowds of onlookers watched the church’s oldest, or “charter” members proudly set the mortgage on fire.² Such ceremonies mattered to people because, as Carter Woodson pointed out in 1930, rural African Americans sank more of their money “in church property than any other institution.”³

[OVERHEAD: MIDWAY BAPTIST CHURCH… Pop-pop at St. Luke’s?]

And yet most black churches in the slavery era were legally under the control of white trustee boards, who held the title and appointed the minister.⁴ What that means is that the independence of post-emancipation black churches rested largely on the same foundation that their slavery-era dependence did: on
the ownership of a building and some land, rows of pews, hymnals, and robes, and the ability to pay a minister’s salary. When we talk about the rise of independent black churches, in large part what we are really talking about is property.

Black Christians faced two interlocking challenges after slavery. The first was to accumulate the property that would physically embody their churches’ presence on earth. The second was to establish their churches as legal subjects, under the control of their black leaders, many of whom had only recently been objects of the law.

Legally, in most states, a church was a religious corporation that held property for the benefit of its members. When black worshipers went to their local circuit court and filed the paperwork to incorporate or appoint trustees, they took for themselves several important rights and protections, not just property rights, but also tax-exemption, and the standing to sue and be sued as a collective rather than individually. It was these men, the trustees, who would stand vigil over any financial or legal matter that affected their brethren. As the Georgia Supreme court put it, trustees watched over “the civil rights” of their congregations. Believers, a pastor, a deed, and trustees—these were pillars of the black church. This is why so many black congregations incorporated in the late 1860s: they were taking legal charge of their churches, so “that their rights may be protected,” as a group of A.M.E. trustees put it. Incorporation was a way of asserting a legal identity separate from the whites who had overseen their affairs for decades. That legal identity was crucial for their rights over an astonishing accumulation of resources in the late 1800s—astonishing because so hard-won.

From the 1840s to the 1870s, in a series of cases involving church property, appeals courts made two big moves. First, they ratified the separate existence of the new sectional “southern” churches that had split off from the major denominations, and second, they restricted what civil courts could decide in church cases. In Watson v. Jones, the Supreme Court held that judges had to “defer” to the denomination, applying and, if necessary, enforcing whatever decision its own rules and governing body dictated.
limit courts’ power to intervene by fencing off secular matters (like property) from spiritual ones (which civil courts weren’t qualified to judge).

Because they were property, churches had a fair amount of routine dealings with courts: asking permission to borrow money against their buildings and lands, to “perfect” a title, to defend against lawsuits by contractors or unfriendly neighbors.

The conversation between churches and law went inward, too. As blacks took control of church property in the late 1800s, they turned the church, almost out of necessity, into a locus of legal and business skill and knowledge. A typical business meeting opened with prayers, bible readings, and hymns, and then moved to money matters: approving the last meeting’s minutes, reporting the latest church fundraising “entertainment,” voting to buy lumber and tools for a new building, giving the hardware man “a deed of trust to make him Safe for His Money.” These were big decisions for small churches and since an unpaid carpenter could sue them out of their sanctuary, such deliberations were recorded in painstaking detail. If you were lucky enough to be sent to one of the denomination’s annual conferences, you might hear “an instructive lecture on the ‘Rights of the Church and Ministry before the Civil Courts’” delivered by a leading black attorney. Law was in the everyday life of black churches, from the pulpit to the deacon’s office to the pews. And that legal culture informed how the churches were run, how they handled crises, and, to an extent, people’s sense of themselves as Christians.

In the 1950s, black legal culture burst back onto the national stage for the first time since the 1870s. African Americans attacked Jim Crow in the streets and in the courts, and finally the national government, prodded in large part by the ugly spotlight of media attention, swung into action. Since segregation and racial discrimination were legal barriers, the attack necessarily raised questions about black Americans’ relationship to law. Martin Luther King Jr. offered one possible answer in his famous “Letter from a Birmingham Jail.” Robert F. Williams, Joseph H. Jackson, and Malcolm X offered others. We have remembered these pronouncements because they spoke of segregation and white supremacy and because
they self-consciously portrayed themselves as pursuing something called “civil rights” or “black freedom.”
Along the way, they lifted up some kinds of black legal activity and downplayed others. And this has obscured the real significance and scope of black legal activity during the civil rights era.

Consider Dexter Avenue Baptist Church, where Martin Luther King, Jr. was first called to the pulpit. Dexter was famous at the time as a “deacons’ church,” where ministers got kicked out constantly, unlike most Baptist churches, where ministers held most of the power. On his first Sunday morning, Sept. 5, 1954, heeding the warnings of his father and the advice of Dexter’s most recently booted pastor, Vernon Johns, King announced a breathtaking plan to reorganize every part of the church under his authority. The welter of church organizations would be replaced by a new, streamlined committee structure that reported to him. All monies raised or spent by church groups would have to be approved by him. And he proposed an ambitious and expensive four-year building renovation program. “[L]eadership,” he announced that morning, “descends from the pulpit to the pew,” and so long as the minister was not a “dictator[,]” he had to “be respected and accepted as the central figure around which the policies and programs of the church revolve.” As Taylor Branch puts it, Dexter members saw “from the very first sentence that the boyish-looking young man in the pulpit did not intend to become another victim of the church fathers.” It was a “coup,” a risky grab for leadership, the kind of thing that had sparked countless lawsuits in American churches, and it worked beautifully.

Like any church, Dexter lived in a world structured by law. It signed contracts with its pastors and mortgages with its lenders. And it had its share of lawsuits and near-lawsuits. In 1932, a Depression-pinched Dexter could not pay its pastor’s salary and avoided a messy lawsuit only by selling off the church’s car. Just nine years before King arrived, the deacons had gone to court to shoo out another pastor, Alfred Arbouin, for abusing his wife, concocting a typically creative legal answer to the problem that warring church factions had been thrusting before judges since the 1871 Watson decision. When King took the pulpit in September 1954, he stepped into a very old debate over the nature of authority in the black Baptist
church and the role of courts in black religious life.

As King became the leader of the civil rights movement, he articulated a powerful vision of law, one that built not only on the writings of Thoreau and Gandhi but also on what he knew—from his own experience at Dexter and from watching his father at Atlanta’s Ebenezer—about running a church. A church was governed by rules, he preached in 1966, just as school districts were. Just as the brand-new Civil Rights Act of 1964 cut off federal funds to any school district that strayed from its rules, “the funds of grace” would be “cut off from the divine treasury” if churchmembers failed to “follow the guidelines.” And “the guidelines made it very clear that God anointed” the pastor to steer his church. To critics who felt “they talk too much civil rights in that church,” King retorted with an even more bald declaration of ministerial power than he had dared when he took the Dexter pulpit.

You called me to Ebenezer, and you may turn me out of here, but you can’t turn me out of the ministry because I got my guidelines and my anointment from God Almighty and anything I want to say I’m going to say it from this pulpit. It may hurt somebody, I don’t know about that; somebody may not agree with it but when God speaks, who can but prophesy? The word of God is upon me like fire shut up in my bones, and when God gets upon me I’ve got to say it I got to tell it all over everywhere. And God has called me to deliver those that are in captivity.

There was no way that Ebenezer or Dexter or any other church was going to fire Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1966. Yet that kind of language was exactly what got generations of less famous ministers fired or sued. If he had not been so famous, one can easily imagine him being forced out. Plenty of Baptists believed that God had not called their ministers “to deliver those that are in captivity,” not in the way King was leading. One of those Baptists, Joseph Jackson, was president of their national Convention. And any resulting lawsuit would have hinged on exactly the issues King raised in his sermon: who has the authority to call and
dismiss the pastor? What can churchmembers do when the minister has “hurt somebody”?

By the 1950s, church leaders had built up a storehouse of experience with legal tools—like the injunction, the trust deed, the corporation—and a set of arguments about the role of law in Christian life. They now began to apply those lessons, learned in internal church fights and in routine church business, to the external problem of racial injustice. The most famous example was King’s Letter from a Birmingham Jail, which laid out a theological justification for civil disobedience in the face of official oppression. Civil officials were using “the moral arm of the law for immoral purposes, namely, to impede…a moral social reform movement.” Specifically, they were using injunctions. “The injunction method has now become the leading instrument of the South to block the direct-action civil-rights drive,” King wrote. If the reference to injunctions meant anything to sympathetic white readers in 1963, it probably conjured up the ghost of the labor injunction, the scourge that had broken unions from the coalmines to the car-factories until the New Deal.

But King was a preacher, and the way that he and millions of black Christians would have been most familiar with the injunction was as a weapon in a church fight. Underneath the references to St. Augustine, King’s logic proceeded in a prosaic second register. Nonviolent resistance was moral, King argued, when it targeted unjust laws. And unjust laws were those that violated “the moral law or the law of God”: “a code that a…majority group” forces on “a minority…but does not make binding on itself,” or a law “inflicted on a minority that, as a result of being denied the right to vote, had no part in enacting or devising the law.” This is exactly what church lawsuits had been about ever since Richard Allen incorporated Bethel A.M.E. in 1796, and King’s world was full of them. Ten years before his birth, just down Auburn Avenue from his father’s Ebenezer Baptist, opponents of Rev. Richard H. Singleton sued out an injunction after he used a poll tax to strip them of their voting rights at Mother Bethel A.M.E. and then rammed through his own agenda. Injunction cases filtered up to the Georgia Supreme Court from black churches in Poplar Springs in 1928, in Atlanta in 1945, and in Americus in 1953. And in 1960 and
1961, King was among the warring reverends who lobbed injunctions at each other from courts in Philadelphia and Kansas City to get control of the National Baptist Convention.

Indeed, it is worth emphasizing that legal activity among blacks continued, sustaining and informing the new tide of legal attacks on segregation. “Civil rights” in the 1940s and 50s was as much about the internal affairs of black communities as their dealings with whites. It was about a tenant so angry over her black landlord evicting her from her rented house that she went to a white lawyer to find out “her rights.” It was a man suing his stepson over a colt, a half-dozen witnesses on either man’s side. The jostling and overlapping of black people’s inward- and outward-facing legal activity lies under the surface of even the most famous moments in the modern freedom struggle. In 1958, King’s lieutenant, Ralph Abernathy, was attacked with a hatchet in broad daylight by a churchmember who swore Abernathy was sleeping with his wife; perhaps the only reason this scandal failed to take hold on the public imagination was that a peevish Montgomery policeman decided to arrest King on the courthouse steps just as a photographer happened by. [SLIDE: KING ARREST]

I have tried to convey a rich history of engagement between black churches and legal institutions. Right from the beginning, black churches were incorporating, negotiating contracts, buying and selling property, and defending what both they and the courts called their “civil rights.” As the stifling curtain of white supremacy weighed down in the 1890s, those were about the only civil rights that black people could claim. But claim them they did. During the 1940s, 50s and 60s, the legal culture of the black church began to bridge between the civil rights of property and contract and the civil rights of desegregation and equal protection. The modern vision of “civil rights” that took shape in the mid-twentieth century settled alongside and drew focus from the older vision of civil rights that had animated black legal for more than 100 years. Civil rights in the 1960s continued to be as much about fire insurance as mass marches, as much about bonds for church treasurers as bonds for jailed demonstrators. The fire insurance was part of what made possible the marches, not just in the practical sense that, as Martin Luther King put it during the
Montgomery bus boycott, “litigation costs money,” or that calls for black rights often came from the pulpit, or that a major black bar association once held its annual meeting at a church, but because they grew out of the same fertile legal culture. Church lawsuits whose focus on issues of property seems so distant from the realm of constitutional rights, were in fact intimately related to that realm.

That history challenges the common view that American trial courts before the 1960s were uniformly hostile or inaccessible to ordinary black people; on the contrary, African Americans may have stepped into litigation campaigns against segregation armed with practical knowledge and a pragmatic faith in law’s possibilities and limits, and steeped in a legal culture formed by decades of interaction between churches and legal institutions. It also raises questions about what church meant to the children and grandchildren of slaves, why they would take church affairs to white-dominated courts, and why white lawyers would take them up. Black churches kept the lights on at many a black law firm, and that practical connection only deepened in the 1950s and 1960s, when the emerging cadre of ‘civil rights lawyers’—people like Sadie and Raymond Alexander, A. Leon Higginbotham, James M. Nabrit, Jr., and A. T. Walden—added public-accommodations, workplace, and voting rights lawsuits to their traditional diet of church lawsuits. Viewed from the standpoint of local courts, the law looks less like an instrument of racial subordination and labor control than like a reluctant participant, in which judges’ decisions were rarely conclusive, but rather became bargaining chips in open-ended conflicts that reflected, as much as anything else, the needs and aspirations of black people.
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